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SEALAND – A Vision 

 

A small artificial island in the Channel near England became in 1967, the year of 
the SEALAND Revolution, due to the actions of a few stout-hearted men a free 
and sovereign state – the last and only of its kind. 

The PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND is a sovereign state according to international law 
and has asserted itself against all odds until today and step by step gained 
international recognition, even by the former GDR and today's FRG. The 
PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND maintains its absolute neutrality and international 
independence. SEALAND's future does not stem from political might, but rather 
from the art of governing with real knowledge for the common good. This 
knowledge SEALAND would like to offer a sanctuary until the call goes out in all 
the world to reshape together and in peace our future in tune with the true laws 
of existence.  

In a healthy co-existence all action is in the end founded on mutual recognition 
and trust. (“Credit” comes from Latin credere = to believe, to trust.) In our times 
of change all trust between people is at first eroded because it is abused 
completely and systematically, even morbidly, for the enforcement of 
misapprehended self-interests, mostly to the detriment of the partner. 

Therefore an uninhibited and audacious encounter between individuals is all the 
more important. Only in such good-willed encounters with co-equal partners may 
mutual trust again unfold. This desire for trust is deeply embedded in the nature 
of humankind, as it is also in the social necessities between people and nations. 
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The SEALAND BUSINESS CLUB – a Doorway 

 

More than a hundred scientists of international rank are working – largely 
unnoticed – under the protection of the PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND. On this 
bases, SEALAND aims at fostering and world wide cooperation not only in 
science, but also in economics, technology and culture. 

The government of the PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND has founded its international 
SEALAND BUSINESS CLUB with the view of establishing first of all an economic 
basis of trust. 

The members of the SEALAND BUSINESS CLUB do not simply follow 
superannuated ethics regulations but rather aim at establishing sustainable 
business relations that do not support indiscriminate profit maximisation or the 
dominance of outside capital lenders, but observes its equity position as well as 
mutual support in the redemption of bank credits. 

Thinking of “Basel II” or the new valuation and accounting regulations in a few 
years understands very well that urgency to offer mutual help to self-help is well 
advised. As almost always, first affected will be the middle class and small trade 
in Germany. 

The implementation of these aims requires an inner reorientation and 
considerable personal initiative, for which the SEALAND BUSINESS CLUB would 
like to offer space – without any outside regulation baring a recommendation for 
individually responsible ethics. 

After having found business partners within the SEALAND BUSINESS CLUB one 
is not required to supply any certification as was invented in the USA as a 
substitution for trust and as such rolls ineffectively through companies as a cost-
intensive avalanche of bureaucracy. 
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VRIL – The Cosmic Primal Force 

 

In 1871 the novel VRIL – The Power of the Coming Race by the English 
Rosicrucian Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton was published. Bulwer-Lytton had 
personally known Eliphas Levi, one of the leading occultists of the epoch. In this 
novel, a young American gets ever deeper into cracks in the earth until he 
reaches an underground realm, where a highly educated human race has 
command of an arcane force they called “VRIL”, the vital energy of the 
sprouting grain that everybody could concentrate through a staff and apply for 
healing but also for destruction. Thought transfer, telekinesis and healing were 
thus possible, but VRIL could also be used as a weapon. 

Helena Blavatski, the founder of the Theosophical Society, describes this force as 
a current of aether that in 1872 could be transformed into a physical force by the 
Englishman John W. Keely, but only by him, which then was rescinded by the 
spiritual side due to the threat of abuse. Rudolf Steiner, the founder of the 
Anthroposophical Society, describes this misuse of the VRIL power as the cause 
for the fall of Atlantis. In the 1920s the Austrian Karl Schapeller is said to have 
successfully experimented with VRIL, that he called “igneous aether”, but he, too, 
remained without success due to the danger of economic misuse. 

In the 1940s, during the Second World War, names like V7 or V9 as well as the 
still available technical documents point to the fact that the German flying disks 
were equipped with VRIL technology that hitherto was only known from science 
fiction. This VRIL technology had been developed to operability by the former 
Reich study groups. 

The SEALAND GENERATOR is the latest up to date advancement for civil use of 
VRIL energy in the technical and medicinal area. The SELAND GENERATOR is, 
however, not an article of trade so that it will not lead to exponential misuse of 
power as unfortunately is the rule in today's dominant economic field. 
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SEALAND and the GERMAN REICH 

 

The PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND has taken on the task of demanding and 
fostering the SOVEREIGN UNITED STATES of EUROPE, based upon a NEW 
GERMAN REICH. Until the re-establishment of the capacity to act of the old 
GERMAN REICH in full sovereignty, the government of the PRINCIPALITY of 
SEALAND sees itself as trusty of the documents and technologies of the GERMAN 
REICH until through a comprehensive Peace Treaty the effective SHAEF laws of 
the Allies and the Basic Law (Grundgesetz) have been replaced with an adequate 
constitution according to international law. In this, the government of the 
PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND refers to the Friendship and Consular Treaty signed on 
December 31st, 1998, between the PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND and the GERMAN 
REICH, represented by the Commissary Government of the REICH/SHAEF 
Legislator USA. 

Among the documents and technologies inherited from the old GERMAN REICH 
there are papers pointing to the whereabouts of the Amber Room and above all 
documents concerning the German military technology towards the end of the 
war. In researching this after the war the “Staatssicherheit” of the former GDR 
was especially successful. Within the “Stasi” and certain circles of scientists 
informal groups were formed that did not want to let their findings and values fall 
into Soviet hands. To this end they handed the Mielke ministry incomplete or 
adjusted documents. After the so-called reunification these people also did not 
want to see this information in the hands of the Western Allies. These German 
patriots then came upon the PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND and its ideals. The first 
contacts already lead to a mutual sustainable trust. In this way these documents 
from the GERMAN REICH became property in trust of the PRINCIPALITY of 
SEALAND and thus the basis for temporary advancement. 

December 2004, J. W. F. Seiger 

Prime Minister of the PRINCIPALITY of SEALAND 

 


